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With the rapid economic development, expansion of protection of service marks 
has been in a trend. Corresponding with excessive focus on strengthening the 
protection of the interests of service  mark’s owner，the original intention of the 
service marks protection system and the necessary restrictions on the rights of service 
marks  were ignored. Resulting in the expansion of service mark protection ，the 
service mark’s rights and the legitimate rights of others or even social and public 
interests conflicted. Therefore, in the process of strengthening the protection of 
service marks, taking into account balance of interests between other relevant 
principals which is conducive to the sound development of the service marks system. 
The main contains the following four chapters： 
Chapter1 introduces protection and development of service marks. Base on 
summary of service marks, such as the concept the characteristics and value of service 
marks，it discusses the exclusive right of service marks and the characteristics of 
expansion of the rights and conflict between rights in protection of service marks in 
new economic context.  
Chapter2 focuses on the legitimacy of protection of service marks and balance 
the interests in it. This chapter demonstrates respectively the legitimacy of the system 
of service marks protection ，the expansion of rights and the balance of rights in the 
protection . 
Chapter3 emphasizes the development of international protection of service 
marks and balance the interests in it. Focusing on the Anti-dilution protection，this 
chapter illustrates the international expansion of service marks protection .And 
focusing on Reverse confusion，it illustrates the reasonable limitation of service mark 
protection. Finally，making “Trademark Dilution amendment of the United States” to 
be the typical achievement of international protection of service marks，it analyses the 
protection of service marks and  balance of interests in the amendment. 
Chapter4 is about legislative and judicial suggestions dealing with the domestic 














service marks protection, it provides proposals such as expanding the scope of 
registration of service marks, strengthening the protection of unregistered service 
marks, judging the significance and visibility of service marks fairly and impersonally, 
and reasonable restrictions on the protection of service marks to balance the interests. 
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